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The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess HD Collector’s Edition Guide includes...

**Exclusive Cloth Map:** This collectible map features the Overworld printed on high quality cloth. A useful and beautiful navigational tool for Hyrule!

**Collector’s Edition Hardcover:** A collector-quality book with gold foil stamped hardcover and leather-like look and feel—plus gilded pages!

**Complete Walkthrough:** We guide you through every turn as Link battles his way past foes and obstacles to victory!

**New Content:** Completely updated for all that’s new in the HD release, including all Miiverse functionality and the new amiibo features!

**Find Every Item:** All collectible and Rupee locations are revealed!

**Premier Maps:** We guide you in the right direction with detailed maps for every dungeon in the game.

**Free Mobile-Friendly eGuide:** Includes a code to access the eGuide, a web-access version of the complete guide optimized for a second-screen experience.

These limited edition guides will only be printed once. When they are sold out, they will be gone forever!
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### Customer Reviews

I will start by saying I am a huge Zelda Fan and whenever a new game is released, I look forward to these hard cover guides almost as much as I look forward to the game itself. I thought I would give my thoughts on this new guide to help you make a decision with your purchase. I have the Prima Zelda Chest that includes the Hard Cover Guide for the original Twilight Princess so I was able to compare that one with this new one. Some things to note:

- Both books are exactly the same number of pages. If anyone has seen the original TP guide, it was THICK, probably the single thickest of
these Zelda Books. The new book for the HD version of the game is noticeable thinner. This is due to a pretty apparent lighter paper weight.-In flipping through the pages and doing some comparisons, the two books are very, very similar. Pages I turned to looked identical with the same text and layout with only very minor changes like a screenshot being bigger, or things like that. The HD book does have all new screen shots, and some (but not all) are actually of the same screen shot from the previous game. (Just taken in the new HD remake of course.)-The book does have a section near the end for the new dungeon and amiibo support, so the book must deviate at some point since as I said they are identical in page count yet this one obviously has a section the old book does not.So overall it's another great book and I am happy to have it to use to play through Twilight Princess HD. Just be aware of it's similarities to the original Twilight Princess Guide.I almost forgot to mention this new guide is mirrored from the original Guide.
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